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	The R Quick Syntax Reference is a handy reference book detailing the intricacies of the R language. Not only is R a free, open-source tool, R is powerful, flexible, and has state of the art statistical techniques available. With the many details which must be correct when using any language, however, the R Quick Syntax Reference makes using R easier.


	Starting with the basic structure of R, the book takes you on a journey through the terminology used in R and the syntax required to make R work. You will find looking up the correct form for an expression quick and easy. With a copy of the R Quick Syntax Reference in hand, you will find that are able to use the multitude of functions available to the R user and are even able to write your own functions to explore and analyze data.

	
		Takes you through learning R, from download to statistical analysis.
	
		Clears the confusion around object types and how to use and convert the types.
	
		Tells you how to search for statistical techniques using the R help pages.
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R Graphics (Computer Science and Data Analysis)CRC Press, 2005

	R is revolutionizing the world of statistical computing. Powerful, flexible, and best of all free, R is now the program of choice for tens of thousands of statisticians. Destined to become an instant classic, R Graphics presents the first complete, authoritative exposition on the R graphical system. Paul Murrell, widely known as the leading...
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Laptops For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	Get a move on! Learn to roam free with this guide to choosing and using a laptop


	Laptops come with everything you need to get going — everything, that is, except a guide to buying and using one. This book covers portable computers from laptop to lap-bottom, with useful advice on picking one, setting it up, managing power and...
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Protein Tyrosine Phosphatase Control of MetabolismSpringer, 2013

	Although phosphorylation of proteins on tyrosine is relatively rare compared to phosphorylation on serine or threonine residues, the past two decades of research into PTP function have led to a great appreciation of the critical role PTPs have in regulating basic cellular processes. Among these important roles is the regulation of cellular...
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Oracle SOA Suite Developer's GuidePackt Publishing, 2009
We are moving towards a standards-based Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA), where IT infrastructure is continuously adapted to keep up with the pace of business change. Oracle is at the forefront of this vision, with the Oracle SOA Suite providing the most comprehensive, proven, and integrated tool kit for building SOA based applications.
...
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Oracle SQL:A Beginner's Tutorial, Second EditionBrainySoftware, 2016

	This introduction to SQL for the Oracle database begins by discussing exactly how data is stored and maintained in a relational database, familiarizing readers with SQL INSERT, UPDATE, and DELETE statements. The guide then discusses how to construct basic queries, choose an appropriate output, and how to create and use groups. Readers will...
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Digital Image Processing: PIKS Scientific InsideJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
A newly updated and revised edition of the classic introduction to digital image processing    

    

    The Fourth Edition of Digital Image Processing provides a complete introduction to the field and includes new information that updates the state of the art. The text offers coverage of new topics and...
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